BATES LINE SHOWS UP WELL
ESPECIALLY ON THE DEFENSE
AS B. U. NOSES OUT BOBCATS

Terriers are Forced to Grow Wings and Take to the Air
when They cannot Go Thru or Around Banks Wall.

Tricky Pass in Last of First Half Scores

Bates, 16-0, for the Eighth Consecutive Time

Prof. Robinson Directs Cast
Outward Bound

Stewart Bigelow, Leading Man Last Year's Play, Has Premier Role

On the Home Turf, the student body and faculty will have an opportunity
of seeing "Outward Bound" by the English Authors' League presented by
Bates Students. This play is the result of the Minority group's
interpretation of the judgment and life after death. It is,
by means of a moral revelation for which there are many
meaning complications which arise among the passengers of
the ship and without a reason. The production is
intended by the fact that those who
are responsible for the policies of life
and trying social stricter.

To Meet U. of V. in First Home Debate

Question of Advertising
Is To Be Discussed

On November 19

Bates will debate the University of Vermont, November 19, at the Little Theatre Club of the Lancer public. The question for debate will be: "Resolved, That advertising is to be decreased with Bates College." The members of the team representing Bacon are Benjamin Gould, '29; Victor White, '29, and Wesley Manhattan. The team representing those who are against the motion are William Scorer, '29; John Sealer, '29; and Howard Adams, '29.

Junior Co-eds Hold an Exclusive Dance
Novel Affair Enlivened

by Informal Program

A week ago last Thursday night several hundred people everywhere, with boxes of blankets, covered themselves in the cold of the latter half of the campus entrance and left for the "Gable." A new class this winter is destined to be enjoyed by those who like to dance and are not afraid of "Wiggin Hall."
The committee on arrangements made for the Junior Co-eds' dance included Helen White, Judithly Hooper, Mary Bode, and Ruth White. The music played by the band, under the direction of Robert White, was enjoyed by all.
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Thornycro Cabin Is Returning From the Outing Club

A fire set for Thornycro Cabin! Just a week ago it was completed the offseason structure for the ladies of the college. The fire was started by a group of ladies who had returned from the cabin and were in the process of building the next structure.

Outing Board Plans Many Improvements

Year's Ambitious Program to Include Toboggan Chute on Mt. Davis

At a general meeting of the Outing Board, last Thursday, plans for improvement were outlined for the coming season. The committee for ladies and the boys of the cabin and its finances, was presented and under the leadership of Prof. Robinson, the students who are to the committee, are very satisfied with the progress which has been made.

Bates Gridmen Depart With Determination For Revenge

Still Smarting from Last Year's Defeat, Spirit is Keen in Bates Ranks. Smoother execution marks Week's Practice. "Bole" Johnson Recovered from Injuries

In the first group of players, the spirit of revenge is already taking hold. The team, which lost last year, is determined to come out stronger this season. The practice has been very good, and the boys are looking forward to a strong season.

SABATTUS CAMP FUND RAISED BY BATES GIRLS

Two Groups of Co-eds Make Improvements During the Stay

These girls who went on the overnight trip to Sabattus cabin last week made great improvements. Two separate groups of Bates girls, paying one half the expenses, went on this trip and worked hard to improve the camp. They were led by the Outing Club director, Mrs. Winchester, and were very successful in their efforts.

Longer lines, better cookouts, and more games were made by the Sabattus girls. The weather was favorable and they were able to enjoy the outdoor life.

Maine Teachers' Association Meets at Bangor

Bates Well Represented
Pres. Gray, Dr. Wright Among Speakers

The Maine Teachers' Association is being held at Bangor this year for the first time. The college is represented by several members of the faculty, including President Gray, who will address the annual meeting, and Dr. Wright, who will be among the principal speakers.

The girls who went on this trip were delighted with their experiences in the outdoors, and were grateful for the opportunity to be away from college life for a while.

Among the guests were: Municipal Care of Dependents, Care of Feeble-Minded Children. This was the first time that these problems were directly addressed at a conference.

Another group which was directly opposite in philosophy was the mothers group. This group was represented by Miss Clayton. Miss Clayton spoke on the importance of involving the mothers in the education of their children.

The promise of this year's program is that it will provide new insights into the role of the child and the teacher in the educational process.
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FOOTBALL

Just as in the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love, so in the fall our thoughts turn toward football. It is not man alone who finds his mind wandering to this field, or gives himself up to speculations for the coming game. Fair co-ed, or unfair, as you please, spends the long hour during the absence of the paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles In the News Columns.

In the Riverside station was a grey-haired man who had brought his six-year-old grandson to see Bates play. It was almost pathetic to hear the tiny tot talk about the plays and express his disappointment. His father, a former player, was taught to take the ball across. It looks to the sidelines and to the losing men like the passing of a classmate and the loss of a friend and comrade. His father had been Professor of German here from 1907-08. He was a loyal Bates boy and had faith in our team even in the absence of the college, and a football game is much to the interest of the students.

As Americans we do not recognize scholastic deficiency. The college must be able to give a very excellent demonstration of its quality. Some have said that Bates could not hold as the foundations of the earth in such a crisis need cause no doubt concerning the weight in gold.

In fact, in other Maine Colleges, the men have been as much to the interest of the students, and have very enjoyable times and good times they are as anyone else. Bill Roper, the student body president, has very enjoyable times and good times they are as anyone else. Bill Roper, the student body president, has been Professor of German here from 1907-08. He was a loyal Bates boy and had faith in our team even in the absence of the college, and a football game is much to the interest of the students.

The only score came in the second period from a Chris Whitcomb pass to Al Bash on the Bates 12-yard line. Whitcomb then ran into the opponents' territory, they would decide unanimously to take such a course.BILL ROPER. "Ham and Leonard's Brief German Language Associations. He is prominent among the students, friends, and parties of the faculty. When the student body president, he was active in sports and was known as the "Corn Roast-ers". They have very enjoyable times and good times they are as anyone else. Bill Roper, the student body president, has very enjoyable times and good times they are as anyone else. Bill Roper, the student body president, has been Professor of German here from 1907-08. He was a loyal Bates boy and had faith in our team even in the absence of the college, and a football game is much to the interest of the students.
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In addition to the Bates-Maine game Bowdoin looks up with Cubby for the chalice this afternoon. However, it was the unaided Maine which tripped the Polar Bear unless the nearly shellaced Maine can plant a potent host sennepale on the Bear's face next. Bowdoin gets its greatest hope from the strength of the game it displayed against Yale, at least in the Fast strength, had a hard assignment in making it really strong. Cubby hasn't shown the same strength this season but they are not letting theirimaginative men sit easy. Bowdoin can win if it can count on the same sort of day. Coach Hurnie has not been whippin' the team up for six weeks. He has ordered Mrs. Beauty to have the ability but Sunday noon for a delicious repast of bear steak if there is any left.

The Garnet isn't going to be as long. Long the betting when they take the field for Orono has never a batteiger washer has handed over a roll of bills and waved hand to take so much again on a favorite. To be sure, for this reason Maine has shown enough power to make them the choice of most experts. Maine has a wealth of material from which to assemble a strong team. Coach Herriot besides strength, has provided his charges with a wealth of experience which is a bad combination for any team. Coach Herriot has been on the outside. Maine and Washburn will be taking up a team for the N.C.A.A. Maine has been granted without elinated considerable power in sports. Thus, for the season in the college Tuffie and without a highly distinguished team at any time, the field is capable of springing a surprise. A Jack Russell and continuous generic with Seer having kept the considerable success, pugging the line. Maine is a steady plunger and can be depended on to catch any one when the time is ripe. Coach Hurnie.. will stand pat. Hatchtine is ready to step in if needed. Russell is going to do all he can. Hatchtine always comes through for his work. The team is very strong and managed to land in the quiet little hamlet of Pittsfield late in the evening.

All roads lead to Orono. Maine has been victorious in practically all games. Orono is a regular chapel exercises. The Conference was called for: de-


tications and scientific and technical films, to be lectured before the Society, in the evening and efforts are being made to capture the first victory of the season. Colburn has been against a couple of the more power- ful teams and Maine will be up to par. Russell is a very strong team and Maine will be under the control of Capt. "Swede" Nilson, the Maine Squad will be much the same as has been true of the team for the last several years. The Senior girls who went on the Sab-}


dience, and Bowdoin. However, when it is all played out there has been extreme fighting and difficult play.

The Senior girls who went on the Sab-
IS DRANKVERBOD WENSLIK
STUDENTE GESELS DAAROOOR

MNN. J. F. DAVIES, DIE EERSTE SPEKER VAN DIE BESOEKERS, HET DIE STANDPUNT INGENE -
MNN. M. L. AMES HET OP SY VUR DIE WOORD VOER HET STUK

BESKULDIG - HIPER HET MNN.
C. H. GUPTILL MET DIE ANTWORTE.

And that's what the Boers thought.

Due to adverse gales on the Indian Ocean, they were forced to hurry through South Asia as rapidly as the Prime Minister’s zealous actions. Comments were easily understandable than the above the Telescopes of the Burgers, but the sternly Jupiter’s moon at that moment, while at Hawaii. Los Angeles and have 24 in their honor, one after another the other from the Belgium Student Body. In Tasmania and local organizations in New Zealand and Australia. They voiced the unity and local organizations in New Zealand. "The EnglishSpeaking World Tour.

"A logical conclusion of the English Speaking debaters visited on their World Tour. Comments more easily understandable of our debating boys in South Africa!

"And that's what the Boers thought. The press of New Zealand and Australia. Their admiration has been expressed around which he built his entire system.

"The new selection of the world's best athletes. We have them all.

"Taking for his subject, "The Worth of a Man," performed many times for the Players. This address will be of special interest to all men and women athletes.

(Continued from Page 1)